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Abstract
Ringwoodite Mg2 SiO4 with spinel structure is an important phase in the earth’s mantle transition zone. Controlled deformation experiments showed that ringwoodite underwent ductile deformation when compressed axially at 6–10 GPa and at room
temperature in a multianvil D-DIA deformation apparatus. Texture evolution during cyclic compression has been recorded in situ
using X-ray transparent anvils with monochromatic synchrotron X-ray diffraction and a two-dimensional detector. Quantitative
analysis of the images with the Rietveld method revealed a 1 1 0 fiber texture. By comparing this texture pattern with polycrystal
plasticity simulations, it is inferred that {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0 slip is the dominant deformation mechanism in ringwoodite, consistent
with high temperature mechanisms observed in other spinel-structured materials. Although strong ringwoodite textures may
develop in the transition zone, the contribution to bulk anisotropy is minimal due to the weak single-crystal anisotropy.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the transition zone, at depths between 500 and
700 km, olivine, the major phase in the earth’s upper
mantle, transforms to wadsleyite and ringwoodite,
which, in turn, transform to perovskite and ferroper∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 510 642 7431;
fax: +1 510 643 9980.
E-mail address: wenk@seismo.berkeley.edu (H.-R. Wenk).

0031-9201/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.pepi.2005.06.008

iclase in the lower mantle. Ringwoodite is thought to
be a major phase in subducting slabs at depths from 520
to 670 km (Irifune and Ringwood, 1987). Geodynamicists are debating whether this layer, composed largely
of minerals with garnet, ilmenite and spinel-type structures, acts as a separation between convection cells or if
subducting and upwelling slabs cross it without much
interaction (King, 1995; Panasyuk and Hager, 1998).
Seismologists have established in tomographic maps
considerable heterogeneity and anisotropy (Trampert
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and Van der Heijst, 2002; Wookey et al., 2002),
to which preferred orientation of ringwoodite may
contribute.
Thus, mineral physicists have become interested
in elastic and plastic properties of minerals, such
as majorite (Jin et al., 2001; Karato et al., 1995),
wadsleyite (Thurel et al., 2003; Yamazaki and Karato,
2001a) and ringwoodite (e.g. Chen et al., 2001;
Karato et al., 1998; Kavner and Duffy, 2001) making
use of new experimental possibilities, especially the
rotational Drickamer apparatus (Yamazaki and Karato,
2001b) and the D-DIA multianvil apparatus (Wang et
al., 2003). In this report, we present a first application of
in situ texture measurements with the D-DIA by investigating texture development of ringwoodite during
triaxial deformation. Diffraction images are analyzed
with the Rietveld method and intensity variations
along Debye rings are used to derive the orientation
distribution function (ODF) with an approach similar
to that used for radial diamond anvil cell experiments
(Wenk et al., 2004). The observed texture patterns are
then compared with polycrystal plasticity simulations
to obtain information about slip systems operating in
ringwoodite. Conclusions from these room temperature experiments cannot be directly applied to mantle
conditions but they provide a basis for extrapolation
to other conditions. Results can be compared with
other compounds of spinel structure and are thus
useful in establishing the rheology of ringwoodite
and implications for anisotropy in the transition
zone.

2. Experimental techniques
The deformation experiment was performed at
beamline 13-BM-D of the Advanced Photon Source,
at station GSECARS, with monochromatic X-rays
(wavelength 0.191 Å), a two-dimensional (2D) X-ray
detector and a radiographic imaging system. Details of
the D-DIA and experimental procedures are described
elsewhere (Wang et al., 2003; Uchida et al., 2004).
Fig. 1 is a sketch of the experimental facility. The
sample was a pre-sintered, fully densified polycrystalline stoichiometric Mg2 SiO4 ringwoodite aggregate, of grain size 10 m, synthesized at 20 GPa and
1523 K at the Geodynamics Research Center, Ehime
University.

Fig. 1. Sketch of the experimental setup with D-DIA deformation
apparatus, synchrotron X-ray beam, X-ray CCD (SMART-1500) to
record the diffraction pattern and an imaging CCD camera for sample
length measurement. Note that certain diffracted X-rays must pass
through portions of the cBN anvils, resulting in an intensity contrast
that needs to be corrected for quantitative textural analysis.

We used four sintered cubic boron nitride (cBN)
anvils with truncated edge lengths of 3 mm. These Xray transparent anvils permitted observation of diffraction Debye rings over the entire 360◦ azimuthal range.
Incident X-rays were collimated to 100 m × 100 m
by two pairs of tungsten carbide (WC) slits and directed
to the sample through the anvil gap and pressure media.
The 2D diffraction patterns were collected with a CCD
detector (SMART-1500) mounted perpendicular to the
incident X-ray. The precise detector orientation relative
to the incident beam was calibrated with a diffraction
standard (CeO2 ) and the detector–sample distance by
matching the observed ambient d-values of the sample inside the D-DIA to those reported by Sasaki et al.
(1982). Throughout the experiment, the sample length
was measured by radiography, using a wide X-ray beam
(3 mm × 3 mm cross section), by driving the WC slits
out of the beam path. The cell assembly was similar to
that used in Uchida et al. (2004). The 5 mm edge length
cubic pressure medium was made of amorphous boron
powder and epoxy. The sample (0.8 mm in diameter and
1.2 mm in length, with both ends carefully polished to
be parallel) was inserted in a 1.6 mm diameter chamber
in the cube, lined with a hexagonal boron nitride sleeve.
Two alumina pistons, with both ends also polished,
were placed just above and below the sample, with gold
foils in between, serving as strain markers. From Fig. 1,
it is clear that diffracted X-rays pass through various
components of the D-DIA apparatus and are partially
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absorbed. The direction-dependent absorption has to
be accounted for in data processing.
The sample was first compressed quasihydrostatically to a ram load of 30 t, during which
process the sample was shortened by about 20%. Subsequently, nine shortening and lengthening deformation cycles were carried out by advancing and retracting
the differential ram pistons at various speeds, first at 30 t
(∼4–7 GPa), then at 50 t (∼7–10 GPa). Pressure was
determined based on the third-order Birch-Murnaghan
equation of state for ringwoodite (Meng et al., 1994),
using the d-spacings measured at the “magic” azimuth
angle, where the effect of differential stress on pressure
is zero (Singh, 1993). In each deformation cycle, an
average strain rate was calculated based on sample
length measurements during deformation, beyond the
yield point. Strain rates ranged from ∼4.7 × 10−6 to
∼5.8 × 10−5 s−1 . Values of differential stress were calculated based on the lattice strain determination, using
single-crystal elasticity data (Weidner et al., 1984)
and pressure derivatives (Sinogeikin and Bass, 2001)
for ringwoodite. The maximum differential stress was
about 5 GPa. The maximum total axial compressive
strain reached was 45% (where strain is defined as
(l0 − l)/l0 , with l0 being the sample length after hydrostatic compression). Cycling occurred between 20 and
45% shortening. After cyclic compression, the sample
was recovered and, at ambient conditions, it displayed
a permanent axial shortening strain of 37%. Details
of the mechanical data and their analysis have been
reported in a separate paper (Nishiyama et al., 2005).
In this study, we analyzed five images, selected out
of the 2D patterns (275) collected. The first one is
immediately after hydrostatic compression, before the
deformation cycles. Three images were selected at different strains during the first deformation cycle. All of
these were recorded in situ in the D-DIA apparatus at
pressure. The last image was obtained at ambient conditions after the sample was removed from the apparatus.
Fig. 2 shows two diffraction images recorded. The compression direction is vertical (arrows). The innermost
diffraction ring is 0 0 0 2 from the highly compressible
boron nitride sleeve, all others are from ringwoodite.
The first image is from the specimen that was removed
from the apparatus after multiple deformation cycles
(Fig. 2a). There are strong intensity variations along
Debye rings that are different for different diffraction
peaks; 2 2 0 is marked as an example with intensity
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maxima parallel to the compression direction. These
variations are due to crystallite preferred orientation
(texture) and are of primary interest in this study. The
second image (Fig. 2b) is recorded in situ in the D-DIA
apparatus during hydrostatic compression and loading
to 27%. Intensities are lower (brighter) on the left and
right sides of the image than in the central section,
affecting both diffraction peaks and background. This
azimuthal intensity variation is due to anvil absorption
and shadowing of diffracted X-rays, as well as background scattering by the apparatus (Fig. 1). In addition,
there is an intensity variation along Debye rings that is
due to texture as in Fig. 2a. Intensity variations in the
in situ images that are due to anvil absorption will have
to be removed by data processing to reveal the true
textures.

3. Data analysis
For the analysis of the diffraction images, we relied
on the Rietveld method as implemented in MAUD
(Lutterotti et al., 1999). Synchrotron diffraction images
can be directly analyzed for structural parameters,
microstructure, stress state and texture, and the method
has been developed and tested for biomineralogical
textures with complex diffraction patterns (Lonardelli
et al., 2005) and applied to diamond anvil deformation experiments (Wenk et al., 2004). First, the
image center is determined manually and a region of
interest is established. For the deformed samples, the
images were divided into 72 angular 5◦ slices and
integrated to produce spectra, such as those shown
in Fig. 3 at different azimuthal angles ((→) is parallel to compression and (←) perpendicular to compression). Peak intensity variations are indicative of
texture. The 4 4 0 diffraction peak, for example, has a
much higher intensity parallel to the shortening direction than perpendicular to it. The image before loading
(D0493 001) has been divided into 24 slices and integrated over 15◦ to improve statistics. The starting material is rather coarse grained, with a spotty diffraction
pattern. During deformation, the effective grain size
(region of coherent diffraction) decreases and Debye
rings become smooth as in Fig. 2. The image analysis was complicated by the fact that the CCD camera
has a different pixel size in the horizontal and vertical
direction.
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Fig. 2. CCD image recording diffraction pattern of ringwoodite: (a) sample after multicyclic axial deformation and recovered from the deformation apparatus (D0493 274) and (b) material during load, recorded in situ in the D-DIA apparatus (D0493 028). Vertical arrow indicates the
compression direction.

The refinement considers instrumental parameters,
such as image center, peak shape described by the
Caglioti function, a scale factor for each spectrum
and three background parameters. The scale factors
are used to account for the azimuthal absorption vari-

Fig. 3. Diffraction spectra integrated over a 5◦ angular range. Some
peaks are indexed. Only 10 spectra, from parallel to perpendicular to the compression direction in 10◦ intervals are displayed
(D0493 274). The arrow (→) is parallel to the compression direction
and (←) perpendicular to it.

ation. For each image, we then refined structural
and microstructural parameters, as well as differential stress. The stress was refined only for the samples
under axial load and is relative to the compressed sample before deformation.
For the texture refinement, we used the EWIMV
model that relies on the discrete tomographic method
WIMV (Matthies and Vinel, 1982) but allows for arbitrary pole figure coverage. For projection tube radius,
we chose 10◦ , and for ODF resolution 5◦ . The refined
ODF was exported from MAUD and further smoothed
in BEARTEX (Wenk et al., 1998) with a 7.5◦ Gauss
filter to avoid artefacts from the cell structure. For
the texture calculations, displayed in inverse pole figures (Fig. 4), an axial symmetry about the compression
direction was imposed. The inverse pole figures represent the probability of finding crystal directions parallel to the shortening (axial) direction. Densities are
expressed in multiples of a random distribution.

4. Results
The lattice parameter of ringwoodite was refined
using the image of the sample before load application
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Fig. 4. Inverse pole figures for ringwoodite: (a) at 6 GPa confining pressure before axial compression (D0493 001); (b) in compression 22%
strain (D0493 011); (c) in compression 25% strain (D0493 022); (d) in compression 27% strain (D0493 028); (e) recovered sample 37% strain
(D0493 274). Equal area projection. Grey shades display pole densities in m.r.d. with linear scale contours.

but at hydrostatic pressure (D0493 001) (Table 1). For
images with load, the lattice parameter was kept constant. This allows the evaluation of principal stresses
(σ 11 , σ 22 , σ 33 ) with a simple triaxial stress model.
Taking account the deformation geometry, only σ 11
and σ 33 were refined, and σ 22 was kept equal to
σ 11 consistent with axial compression. Average pressure (4.8–7.5 GPa) as well as differential stress results
(2.3–4.3 GPa at 22–27% shortening) determined with
the triaxial stress model are compatible with those
obtained independently (4–7 and <5 GPa, respectively,
Nishiyama et al., 2005). The lattice parameter of the
recovered sample at ambient conditions agrees with
values in the literature (Sasaki et al., 1982; Utsumi et
al., 1995).
Crystallite sizes and microstrain have also been
refined and values are listed in Table 1 for each

image. The crystallite size is large in the starting
material (∼4 m), consistent with values measured
by microscopy of 5–10 m), but the size decreases
rapidly during deformation so that coherently scattering domains are around 0.1 m.
Texture information is summarized in Fig. 4 and
Table 1. The starting material shows no significant texture (Fig. 4a). All other samples display a moderate
1 1 0 fiber texture (Fig. 4b–e), implying that (1 1 0) lattice planes are preferentially aligned perpendicular to
the compression direction. In the three images analyzed in situ under load, the texture does not change
much and the texture strength (expressed by the texture
index F2 , Bunge, 1982, which is the squared integral
over the ODF) ranges between 1.17 and 1.22. This
is not unexpected since shortening strains are similar (22–27%). The recovered sample has the strongest

Table 1
Structural and textural information for ringwoodite

Image
a (Å)
Crystallite size (m)
Microstrain
Average pressure (GPa)
Differential stress (GPa)
F2 (m.r.d.)
ODF min–max (m.r.d.)

Before deformation

22% Strain

25% Strain

27% Strain

35% Recovered

D0493 001
7.9034 (5)
4 (5)
1E − 8
∼6

D0493 011
7.9034
0.108 (7)
3.7E − 4
4.8
2.3
1.17
0.35–2.22

D0493 022
7.9034
0.109 (3)
1.1E − 4
6.9
3.0
1.19
0.14–2.26

D0493 028
7.9034
0.081 (3)
1.5E − 3
7.5
4.3
1.22
0.25–2.45

D0493 274
7.9371 (3)
0.051 (1)
2.9E − 4

1.01
0.76–1.29

1.24
0.26–2.24
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texture (F2 = 1.24) consistent with the most extensive loading history and the largest shortening (37%)
(Fig. 4e).

5. Discussion
The experimental texture data confirm mechanical results (Nishiyama et al., 2005) that ringwoodite
deforms plastically at room temperature and 5–10 GPa
confining pressure. This is consistent with diamond
anvil cell experiments documenting that at high pressure, silicates and oxides such as olivine, perovskite and
periclase deform ductily at low temperature (Merkel et
al., 2002, 2003; Wenk et al., 2004). In the case of ringwoodite, in axial deformation and overall shortening
geometry, a well-defined 1 1 0 fiber texture develops at
strains between 22 and 37%. There is not much change
in this pattern, even after several deformation cycles.
From texture patterns, we can infer active deformation mechanisms by comparing experimental observations with results obtained from polycrystal plasticity
models.
Polycrystal plasticity models, such as Taylor (upper
bound) or Sachs (lower bound), assume intracrystalline deformation mechanisms like slip and mechanical twinning (Kocks, 2000). A deformation path is
applied in increments to a set of initial orientations.
During each increment, as crystals deform, grains are
reoriented and rotated relative to the applied stress field.
The rotations depend on the active slip systems and
thus, from the final textural pattern, the slip systems
can be inferred. A useful procedure is to model texture
development for different slip systems and then determine which pattern best compares with experimental
results. Polycrystal plasticity simulations were done
with the viscoplastic self-consistent model that is closer
to stress equilibrium than strain compatibility (Tomé
and Canova, 2000), using the Los Alamos computer
code VPSC (Lebensohn and Tomé, 1994). In our case,
we assume 1000 random orientations, corresponding
to the starting material with no texture (Fig. 4a).
Slip systems in spinel structures have been investigated in detail by ceramicists (see review by Mitchell,
1999). Slip on various planes has been documented,
all with 1 1 0 as slip direction (Table 2). Most of the
studies have been made at high temperatures but in our
experiments, ductility was achieved by high confining

Table 2
Deformation mechanisms in spinel structures (Mitchell, 1999)
Slip system

A

B

C

D

E

{1 1 1}1̄ 1 0
{1 1 0}1̄ 1 0
{0 0 1}1̄ 1 0
{1 1 1}2̄ 1 1
Twinning

1 (100)
7 (0)
7 (0)
9 (0)

7 (0)
1 (95)
7 (5)
9 (0)

7 (1)
7 (1)
1 (98)
9 (0)

1 (58)
1 (10)
1 (31)
9 (0)

1 (6)
1 (0)
1 (8)
1 (86)

Relative critical resolved shear stress coefficients assumed in the
polycrystal plasticity simulations shown in Fig. 5. Also shown are
average slip system activities (in brackets in %) at 20% strain.

pressure. There is an early report of mechanical twinning in magnetite (Grün, 1918) but this has not been
confirmed in more recent studies of spinel deformation. We investigated the activity of different systems
by assigning different critical resolved shear stresses.
Calculations were done with different assumptions
of critical resolved shear stresses (Models A–E in
Table 2). In all cases, n = 9 was used as stress exponent to account for strain rate sensitivity. This was done
in accordance with other simulations of low temperature experiments (Tomé and Canova, 2000) and has
little influence on texture results. Ten strain increments
of 2% were applied and the resulting texture patterns
are evaluated in inverse pole figures of the shortening/lengthening direction (Fig. 5). The inverse pole
figures are obtained by first entering individual orientations into a continuous ODF, filtering with a 10◦ Gauss
function to smooth the cell structure and then calculating inverse pole figures from the ODF.
The results of the simulations show considerable
diversity but also some similarities. The best agreement
with experiments was observed when {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0
slip is predominantly active (Models A and D, Fig. 5a
and d). Only activating {1 1 0} slip produces a weak
texture with a maximum at (0 0 1) (Model B, Fig. 5b).
This slip system is active in MgO at low temperature
(Merkel et al., 2002) and, as has been explained by
Wenk et al. (1989), the {1 1 0}1̄ 1 0 slip system is
special because for each system (1 1 0)[1 1̄ 0] there is
an equivalent system (1 1̄ 0)[1 1 0] (slip plane and slip
direction exchanged) with exactly the same Schmidt
factor and therefore the same activity, thus cancelling
rotations. Texture evolution in this case is only due to
the evolution of anisotropic grain shape during deformation and thus weak at low strains. For Model C, only
{1 0 0} slip is active. The texture (Fig. 5c) is not very
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Fig. 5. Inverse pole figures obtained from polycrystal plasticity simulations for 20% shortening and assuming different activity of slip systems.
(a), (b), etc. correspond to Models A, B, etc. in Table 2. Equal area projection. Grey shades display pole densities in m.r.d. with linear scale
contours.

different from Model A (Fig. 5a), though there is a
distinct shoulder towards (0 0 1) and texture evolution
is weaker. If all slip systems have equal critical shear
stress coefficients (Model D), {1 1 1} is by far the most
active system because of symmetry multiplicity and
the texture resembles that of Model A (Fig. 5d versus
Fig. 5a). Finally, if mechanical twinning is activated
(Model E) the resulting simulated texture is very different from the one which is observed (Fig. 5e). Thus,
the {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0 slip system is mainly responsible for
the main 1 1 0 concentration in the inverse pole figure. Significant mechanical twinning can be excluded,
since it would produce textures that are inconsistent
with the observations. We note that {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0 slip is
the main deformation system in fcc metals and in those
also produces 1 1 0 fiber textures (Rollett and Wright,
2000).
These D-DIA deformation experiments were performed at room temperature. Naturally, for geophysical
applications, slip systems and texture development at
high temperature need to be known. So far such experiments at mantle conditions do not exist. But we point
out that {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0 is in fact the slip system that was
observed in MgAl2 O4 spinel at high temperature and
ambient pressure (Mitchell, 1999) and it is likely that
it is also the most active system at pressures and temperatures of the transition zone. As a general rule, with
increasing temperature potential slip systems tend to

have more similar critical shear stresses and systems
that are harder at low temperature become activated.
Examples are NaCl (Carter and Heard, 1970), MgO
(Merkel et al., 2002; Stretton et al., 2001; Yamazaki
and Karato, 2002) and calcite (De Bresser and Spiers,
1997). Thus, for high temperature high pressure deformation of ringwoodite, it is expected to have mechanisms close to those of Model D in Table 2. In the
future, we plan to verify this with D-DIA experiments
at high temperature. Also, molecular dynamics calculations may soon be able to extrapolate critical shear
stresses to different pressure and temperature conditions (Miranda and Scandolo, 2005).
For high pressure deformation experiments, different apparatus are available, each with advantages and
disadvantages. For ultrahigh pressures, corresponding
to conditions of the deeper lower mantle and core,
presently only the diamond anvil cell technique can
be used (e.g. Merkel et al., 2002). This method is
relatively simple and inexpensive. Disadvantages are
small sample volumes (e.g. 80 m × 80 m × 30 m),
requiring small grain size and often poor grain statistics
for textural studies. Also, deformation, stress, and confining pressure cannot be separated, stresses are very
high and strain rates are difficult to quantify. The rotational Drickamer apparatus with a torsion geometry
can be used for pressures of the transition zone and
enables deformation in simple shear that is often of
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interest to produce large strains (Yamazaki and Karato,
2001b). It can be applied to relatively large samples
(>1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm at 16 GPa and a temperature
up to 2000 K). However, in torsion, strain is heterogeneous and so far, with this technique, textures cannot
be measured in situ at pressure. The D-DIA multianvil
apparatus is also limited to pressures of the transition
zone but has the advantage that large samples (1–2 mm)
can be deformed homogeneously in a variety of coaxial strain geometries. Stress and confining pressure
are easily separated and mechanical data are accurately
measured. Experiments can be conducted not only at
pressure, but also at temperature (up to 1400 K) and
in situ texture measurements can be performed, as this
investigation demonstrates. We expect that the method
described here will be extremely useful to study plasticity at pressure in a wide range of materials.
Having established that ringwoodite may develop
strong textures if deformation is accommodated by
dislocation glide, we have to evaluate how preferred
orientation of this mineral could conceivably produce
seismic anisotropy that has been revealed in the transition zone (Trampert and Van der Heijst, 2002; Wookey
et al., 2002). Elastic anisotropy of the polycrystal is
obtained by averaging single-crystal elastic properties over the orientation distribution. However, elastic
anisotropy of ringwoodite at pressure and temperature
of the transition zone is less than 3% (Karki et al.,
2001). Averaging will reduce this value considerably,
particularly because of cubic crystal symmetry, and
thus it is unlikely that ringwoodite could contribute significantly to seismic anisotropy in the transition zone.

6. Conclusions
Deformation experiments with the D-DIA multianvil apparatus establish that ringwoodite deforms in
a ductile fashion at room temperature and a confining pressure up to 10 GPa. In situ observations with
synchrotron X-rays document strong texture evolution already at moderate strains of 20–30%. From the
observed 1 1 0 fiber texture, it is concluded that dislocation glide on {1 1 1}1̄ 1 0 is the primary slip system
in ringwoodite consistent with slip systems in other
spinel structures. Similar experiments with D-DIA can
be used to investigate in situ plastic and elastic deformation at pressure and temperature.
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